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1. Executive Summary 

In the COSAFE project, WP2 is dedicated to improve the reliability and capacity of V2X networks, in order to 

support effectively the high layer cooperative sensing and computing and the cooperative safety and 

efficiency applications. The leading partner (University of Oslo) and the supporting partners have followed 

the WP2 research directions and research plan, and conducted research as outlined in the proposal, which 

include development and application of context for reliable V2X networking, high capacity V2X networks with 

millimetre wave and visible light communication, testbed development and trials. The partners involved in 

WP2 have successfully achieved the research targets set for the first stage of the research for WP2, publishing 

more than five high quality research papers and having two research papers under reviewer, including [8]-

[13].  

In this report, we will present the research progresses achieved within WP2 towards the tasks for the 

development of context aware and high capacity V2X communication and networking schemes. The report 

presents the research ideas, development and implementation of relevant framework and/or algorithms, 

and the results on research for context aware reliable and high capacity vehicle to everything (V2X) Networks. 

The introduction and the purpose of the report are presented in section 2. Section 3 present the 5G 

millimetre channel model for V2X communication and developed broadcast algorithms for high capacity and 

reliable vehicular communications. The wideband spectrum sensing is studied in section 4 to provide higher 

capacity and more reliable communication with dynamic access to white space spectrum resources. Visible 

Light Communication (VLC) techniques are exploited and studied for intelligent transportation system 

solution to safely coordinate autonomous vehicles crossing at roundabouts in Section 5. The development 

and application of network and application contexts for reliable and efficient V2X broadcast communication 

schemes are presented in Section 6. In Section 7 we present the design, development and evaluation of a 

cost effective, scalable and flexible software defined radio and Dedicated Short-Range Communications 

(DSRC) based V2V testbed, which is to be used for safe and efficient cooperative intelligent transport systems. 

Finally Section 8 concludes this report, which identifies the critical research problems to be solved and the 

research plan for the next research stage of the WP2.  
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2. Introduction 

The increasing number of vehicles on the roads and rapid urbanization have serious implications on the road 

safety and efficiency problems of road transport systems. The high mobility, distributed network control and 

low capacity of vehicular networks make V2X communications and networking a challenging task due to the 

lack of centralized control. Although direct vehicle communication based cellular V2X was specified in the 

latest 3GPP LTE releases, there is still a wide debate on deploying either DSRC or cellular V2X technologies. 

Existing DSRC safety channel and cellular based V2V are prone to safety message congestion. Their 

communication reliability drops significantly with a high vehicle density. Unreliable and delayed message 

delivery can generate adverse safety consequence. In addition, the capacity of current V2V networks in terms 

of supported vehicles and the data rate of exchange messages is still limited, which is not sufficient for 

advanced applications such as cooperative advanced driving assistance systems (ADAS) and platooning.  

The emerging Cooperative Sensing and Computing (CSC) and Connected Intelligent Vehicles (CIV) 

applications pose extremely high requirement for the reliability and capacity of V2X networks. Unreliable and 

delayed message delivery can generate adverse safety consequence. In addition, the capacity of current V2V 

networks in terms of supported vehicles and the data rate of exchange messages is still limited, which is not 

sufficient for advanced applications such as cooperative ADAS and platooning. 

In the COSAFE project, WP2 is dedicated to improve the reliability and capacity of V2X networks, in order to 

support effectively the high layer cooperative sensing and computing and the cooperative safety and 

efficiency applications. The objectives of WP2 have been set to: (i) design context aware reliable vehicle 

network QoS control solutions for CSC and CIV applications; (ii) design high capacity V2X communications; 

(iii) test the efficiency and robustness of V2X QoS support for large scale CSC and CIV applications. The task 

is led by University of Oslo with active participation of UESTC, RPN, ASTON University and University of Essex. 

The main tasks for WP2 are presented below. 

Task2.1 V2X and CIV applications context.  

▪ Develop V2X network and CIV applications context for V2X communication and networking, to tackle the 

V2X challenges of limited spectrum resources and dynamic network scenarios using methods including 

monitoring channel activities and V2V messages.  

▪ Derive from the context relevant information of vehicle density, competing vehicles, CIV applications QoS 

requirements and resource availability.  

Task2.2. Context aware reliable V2X algorithms. 

▪ Develop and validate Markov chain and queueing theory based mathematical models and tools to assess 

QoS (packet loss, delay, transmission range) for CSC message broadcast versus transmit power, traffic 

rate and vehicle density.  

▪ Develop context aware collaborative reliable QoS control algorithms for DSRC V2V, with focus on channel 

access, congestion control and QoS adaptation through power and message rate control.  

▪ Develop context aware collaborative reliable QoS control algorithms for 5G V2V/V2I/V2P with focus on 

channel access, congestion control, resource allocation and QoS adaptation.  

Task2.3 High Capacity V2X Networks.  

▪ Develop hybrid V2X systems with both DSRC and cellular V2X technologies, with eNodeB based 

centralized management and vehicles based distributed communications and QoS control. 

▪ Develop algorithms using ISM unlicensed spectrum to increase channel capacity for CSC safety 

applications.  

▪ Build 5G millimetre channel model for V2X communication, develop and test 5G V2X network algorithms 

with millimeter wave radio communications.  
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Task2.4 Test and Verification.  

▪ Develop simulation and field trial test plan with network scenarios (both urban and highway 

environment) and system parameter configuration for V2X communications.  

▪ Apply V2X software tool Canoe and road test to evaluate the reliability and capacity of DSRC V2V 

networks. 

▪ Test and evaluate reliability and capacity of context aware cellular and hybrid V2X systems under 

representative test scenarios and CIV applications, by discrete event driven simulator and THU 5G V2X 

field testbed.  

 

The leading partner (University of Oslo) and the supporting partners have the WP2 research directions and 

conducted research as outlined in the proposal, which include development and application of context for 

reliable V2X networking, high capacity V2X networks with millimetre wave and visible light communication, 

testbed development and trials. The partners involved in WP2 have successfully achieved the research 

targets set for the first stage of the research for WP2, publishing more than five high quality research papers 

and having two research papers under reviewer, including [8]-[13].  

In this report, we will present part of the research works conducted towards WP2 tasks for the development 

of context aware and high capacity V2X communication and networking schemes. We present the use of 

various techniques such as millimetre wave and visible light communications in reliable and high capacity 

vehicular communications. With proposed vehicular communication solutions, a series of applications 

including traffic flow management and collision avoidance are further explored. Moreover, we designed and 

developed a software defined radio and DSRC based testbed to validate the effectiveness of reliable V2X 

communication solutions. 

Based on our investigation on V2X network and CIV applications, we first study the millimeter Wave 

(mmWave) based V2V communication technology to transmit sensor data in huge size. We propose a 

broadcasting scheme to guarantee each vehicle to get the sensor data of all other vehicles. A graph-based 

routing selection algorithm is also proposed for the routing and beamforming of the head vehicle. Second, 

we study the application of cognitive radio technology to provide high capacity and reliable communication 

with opportunistic and timely spectrum access. Third, we present an intelligent transportation solution based 

on Visible Light Communication (VLC) technique through a case study. Moreover, since collision avoidance 

with multiple data resources is a key to improve broadcast reliability, we propose an enhanced collision 

avoidance to reduce data collisions by using selected data packets to disseminate the reservation of data 

resources and schedule assignment resources. Network and application context were created and exploited 

for high reliability and efficiency cellular V2X networking. Finally, we investigate the performance of 

Dedicated Short-Range Communications (DSRC) or IEEE 802.11p transceiver for ensuring safety and 

mitigating collision avoidance in Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communications. To deal with real-world scenarios, 

we established a testbed using Software Defined Radio (SDR) devices in vehicles and tested in varied 

scenarios. The evaluation results give insights into how to use different technologies such as SDR, V2V 

communications, sensing to address the fundamental challenges in practical driving safety issues. 
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3. High Capacity Millimetre wave V2X communications 

3.1 Millimeter Wave-Based Sensor Data Broadcasting Scheme for Vehicular Communications 

With the rapid development of sensor technology and wireless communication, Internet of Vehicle (IoV) has 

become one of the key technologies to realize the Advanced Driver Assistant System (ADAS) and self-driving. 

However, the advanced technologies such as edge computing and fog computing cannot be fully utilized due 

to the limited bandwidth resources. As a promising technology, mmWave communication can provide very 

high data transmission rate and satisfy the requirement of low latency by leveraging the mmWave band (10 

GHz - 300 GHz). But the propagation of the mmWave is directional, which makes it infeasible to transmit in 

a broadcast manner. The high radio frequency of mmWave makes it vulnerable to obstacles. Furthermore, 

the directional propagation property is not efficient to broadcast information among vehicles.  

As sensor data are generated periodically, once a broadcasting decision is made, the delivery paths can be 

used repeatedly until the network connections are changed. In this section, we propose a sensor data 

broadcasting scheme under the control of a head vehicle. The head vehicle collects the information about 

the communication environment and make broadcasting decisions. To deal with the ultra-high data rate of 

the mmWave communication, we propose the Graph-Based Routing Selection (GBRS) algorithm to determine 

the broadcasting paths. The GBRS algorithm also works in the one-way multi-lane scenario. Furthermore, we 

analyze the computational complexity of the algorithm and determine the upper bound of broadcasting delay 

for 1D vehicular platoon based on the network calculus theory.  

3.1.1 Broadcasting System Model 

 
Figure 1. Scenario of the mmWave based sensor data broadcasting. 

3.1.1.1 Mmwave Based Broadcast  

The broadcast scenario is illustrated in Error! Reference source not found.. We call single lane scenario as 

1D vehicular platoon where all vehicles in the same platoon have identical speed and direction. And the 

scenario illustrated in Figure 1 is a 2D vehicular platoon. Adjacent vehicles are connected by mmWave links. 

The head vehicle will decide the transmission sources and destinations and transmit contents of each 

transmission in each time slot. Once the broadcast scheme is determined, it will be performed periodically 

until the environment is changed.  

The proposed system adopts conventional CSMA/CA based MAC protocol in low radio frequency to transmit 

the control messages. The flow of the system is illustrated in Figure 2. After the selection of the head vehicle, 
all of the vehicles will measure the mmWave links to their neighbours after receiving the measurement 
control message from the head vehicle. Then, the head vehicle will ask for the mmWave link information 
from each vehicle. The head vehicle will conduct the broadcasting scheme after gathering the environment 
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conditions and send the result to the other vehicles. Those vehicles in the platoon will keep broadcasting the 
sensor data according to the calculated result until the environment is changed.  

 
Figure 2. Flowchart of the proposed system. 

The selection of the head vehicle can be based on the compute capability and geographical position of each 
vehicle. The head vehicle utility function can be expressed as  

𝑈ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑(𝑣𝑖) = 𝑘1𝑐𝑝𝑖 − 𝑘2𝔼[𝒅(𝑣𝑖)] 

Where 𝑐𝑝𝑖  is the compute capability of vehicle i and 𝔼[𝒅(𝑣𝑖)] is the average distance between vehicle i 

and the other vehicles in the same platoon. 𝑘1 > 0 and 𝑘2 > 0 are the weight factors of the two parts, 
which can be adjusted practically.  

When a vehicle receives the channel measurement control message from the head vehicle, it will determine 
its neighbours and the data rate of each mmWave link to its neighbours. After the measurement, the head 
vehicle will ask the channel information of each vehicle sequentially. After receiving all mmWave channel 
information of each vehicle, the head vehicle starts to calculate the optimize mmWave beamforming and 
data routing scheme. Then the head vehicle transmits the result to the other vehicles. The platoon will 
perform the broadcast scheme until the environment is changed, such as vehicles in the platoon changed or 
the broadcast speed becomes lower than the threshold because of the mmWave channel states changing.  

3.1.1.2 Mmwave Beamforming Model  

Let 𝐺𝑇  , 𝐺𝑅  and 𝑟𝑇𝑅  be the antenna gains of the transmit vehicle, receive vehicle and the distance 
between the transmitter and receiver, respectively. Then, the average received signal power can be 
expressed by  

𝑃𝑅 = 𝐺𝑇 + 𝐺𝑅 + 𝑃𝑇 − 𝑋𝜎 − 𝑃𝐿0 − 10𝛼 log10

𝑟𝑇𝑅

𝑟0
 

where 𝑃𝑇  , 𝑃𝐿0 and 𝛼 are the transmission power, the reference path loss at 1 meter and the path loss 
exponent, respectively. 𝑟0  is the reference distance of 1 meter and the 𝑋𝜎  is a zero mean Gaussian 
distributed random variable, whose standard deviation is σ and unit is decibel. The path loss is obtained by 
the transmission formula:  
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PL = 10log10[(
4𝜋

𝜆
)𝑟𝑇𝑅

𝛼 ] 

where λ is the wavelength of the signal.  

 
Figure 3. A transmitter can send the same messages to multiple receivers while receivers can only receive messages from 

one transmitter. 

Each vehicle is equipped with M antennas. And each vehicle can maintain RF chains and each RF chain 
supports one stream and each stream transmits sensor data to a receiver. To control the cost, the system 
adopts half-duplex channel, which means vehicles cannot transmit and receive at the same time. A typical 
transmission case is shown in Figure 3. 

3.1.1.3 Beamforming and Broadcasting Problem  

There are two sub-problems of the optimization, one is which vehicles should transmit and transmit to which 
neighbours at each transmission, the other is which packet should be transmitted by each transmit vehicle.  

Because the whole broadcast process is determined in a centralized form, the system does not need to follow 
some rules that widely adopted in the conventional network, such as the First-In-First-Out (FIFO) rule on each 
router. To make the broadcasting faster, we will optimize the packet selection. There will be several packets 
in the send queue for each vehicle, optimized selection of the transmit packet will increase the system 
performance.  

To formulate the broadcast process, we use a E × U × N tensor T to record the whole process, where U is the 
maximum transmit times. We can get U by assuming only one vehicle transmits one packet in each 

transmission, then U = N ×(N −1). 𝑇𝑗,𝑡
𝑖  is an indicator that packet i is transmitted on edge ej at the t-th 

transmission, 1 is transmitting and 0 is not transmitting. And the final optimization problem for the 
beamforming and broadcasting scheme can be wrote as  

min
𝑇

max
𝑡=1…𝑈

{𝑡 ∗ 𝑠𝑔𝑛 [∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑗,𝑡
𝑖

𝑗𝑖

]} 

3.1.2 Graph-Based Routing Selection Algorithm  

We propose a centralized routing and beam- forming algorithm for the head vehicle, which is called Graph-
based Routing Selection Algorithm (GBRS). The main idea of the GBRS algorithm is each vehicle determines 
the value of its transmission utility function and which packet in the transmit queue will be sent to which of 
its neighbours if it is selected as transmit vehicle. Then the transmit-receive pair will be determined for 
current transmission. After several transmissions, all of the packets should arrive all vehicles, which means a 
broadcast period finishes.  

3.1.2.1 Packet Selection Stage  

The most critical challenge of the packet selection is determination the definition of the transmission utility 
function. Figure 4 (a) shows the impacts of different vehicles. Vehicle A and vehicle B want to transmit packet 
i. However, because there are three vehicles already have the packet i, the transmission of vehicle A only 
influence two vehicles but vehicle B can influence five vehicles. Consequently, the transmission utility 
function of vehicle B should greater than vehicle A.  
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Figure 4 (b) shows another common scenario at the packet selection stage. Vehicle A wants to transmit packet 
i to other vehicles and vehicle B wants to transmit packet j. However, the position of vehicle B is closer to the 
center of the platoon than the position of vehicle A. In the conventional FIFO routing system, packet j on 
vehicle B will finish early. To minimize the maximum broadcast delays for each packet, the transmission utility 
function should give higher priority to vehicle A.  

 
Figure 4. Two typical sceanrios at packet selection stage. 

When calculating the transmission utility function of vehicle i, the transmission packet and the receive 
vehicles can also be determined. Then, if vehicle i is selected as a transmitter, it will transmit to the 
corresponding determined receivers.  

3.1.2.2 Routing Selection Stage  

After evaluating the utility function and selecting the transmission packet and beamforming direction of each 
vehicle, this subsection will determine which vehicle should transmit and which should receive.  

To avoid the situation where one vehicle with high utility function transmits many times while its neighbours 
only can wait to send packets, the system counters the waiting time for each vehicle. It will first select the 
vehicles with the highest waiting counter, than selects the vehicles according to the values of utility functions.  

To broadcast all sensor data of each vehicle to all vehicles in the platoon, the algorithm needs to record the 
distribution of the packet with a variable D, which is a N × N matrix. D ij = 1 means vehicle i has packet j, 
otherwise Dij = 0. When the system finishes one transmission, D will be updated. Another transmission will 
start again, until all of the elements in D become 1.  

3.1.3 Performance Evaluation  

Figure 5 shows the transmission utility function in different stages. Sub-figure (a) is the distribution of the 
values in the initial state and sub-figure (b) is the initial packet distribution. At the initial state, each vehicle 
only has its own packet and all of the waiting time is zero. Consequently, the transmission utility function 
only depends on the location and the trans- mission number. As shown in sub-figure (a), the vehicles at the 
ends of the platoon have higher utilities than then central vehicles. Sub-figure (c) and (d) show the utility 
functions and packet distributions at 20-th transmission, respectively. We can find that corner vehicles have 
small utility, because they have nothing to send. The utility functions at the central vehicles become higher 
than the initial state.  
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Figure 5. Transmission utility functions in different packets distribution. 

We compare the broadcast upper bound for 1D platoon in Figure 6. As vehicle number becomes greater, the 
upper bound becomes inaccurate. This is because more error is introduced by extra vehicles. Furthermore, 
the difference between the GBRS algorithm and the FIFO protocol becomes larger as the vehicle number 
growing. The proposed algorithm performs greatly in the large vehicular platoon.  

 
Figure 6. Upper bound for broadcast time in 1D platoon. 

Figure 7 illustrates the performance of the GBRS algorithm and the FIFO algorithm in different rows. The 
broadcast time for the GBRS is almost proportional to the number of rows. So, the changing of the shapes 
will not introduce extra loads of the system. Compared to FIFO, the GBRS algorithm even can achieve 2-row 
performance in the 3-row scenario.  
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Figure 7. Broadcast time for different rows. 

4. Improved V2V Communication Capacity with Dynamic Access to White Space 

Wideband Spectrum 

With increasingly smaller size, more powerful sensing capabilities and higher level of autonomy, multiple 

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) can form UAV networks to collaboratively complete missions more reliably, 

efficiently, and economically. UAV networks are promising for many applications (such as surveillance, 

emergency response, Internet delivery, public safety, and transportation). Figure 8 shows a representative 

use of UAV networks in natural disaster scenarios, where the core infrastructures of existing networks might 

be partially damaged or completely destroyed. The UAV networks can play many versatile and vital roles in 

such scenarios, such as providing communications to the emergency response team and the victims, sensing, 

and delivering key information at the scenes which are not accessible or dangerous to access, and providing 

critical materials to the scenes, etc.  

 

Figure 8. UAV-assisted response network 

We study the application of cognitive radio (CR) technology for UAV communication networks, to provide 

high capacity and reliable communication with opportunistic and timely spectrum access. Compressive 

sensing is applied in the CR to boost the performance of spectrum sensing. However, the performance of 

existing CS-based spectrum sensing schemes is constrained with nonstrictly sparse spectrum. In addition, the 
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reconstruction process applied in the existing schemes has unnecessarily high computational complexity, 

which reduces energy efficiency. In this section, we propose a new compressive signal processing (CSP) algo 

rithm, called iterative compressive filtering (ICF), to improve the performance of CRs and therefore UAV 

communication networks. The key idea of the proposed algorithm is using orthogonal projection to improve 

the CS process. It is applied as a bandstop filter in compressive domain.  

4.1 System Model and Problem Formulation 

we consider a scenario where the UAV networks need to share the same wide frequency resource with local 

primary networks. Assume that at the observing moment, the multiband signal x(t) in the air is a real-

valued continuous-time signal in 𝐿2 space. The frequency of it is limited to ℱ = [−𝑓𝑁𝑌𝑄 /2, + 𝑓𝑁𝑌𝑄 /2]. 

The Fourier transform of x(t) is defined as  

Χ(f) = ∫ 𝑥(𝑡)𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑡 𝑑𝑡
∞

−∞
. 

A subchannel is said to be occupied and not available for opportunistic access, if any PU present in this 

subchannel. The spectrum bands of PUs can be randomly distributed among the spectral subchannels. This 

could result in a common situation where a PU might present in two subchannels.  

To detect the spectral occupancy, UAVs need to acquire the entire wideband in the first place. A practical CS-

based transceiver has to be deployed on UAVs to avoid prohibitive energy cost and excessive memory 

requirement. In this paper, we adopt MWC [1]as the sampling module on the UAV transceivers. It is capable 

of acquiring the continuous-time signal in an efficient manner. The diagram of MWC is illustrated in the first 

block of Figure 9.  

 

Figure 9. Diagram of compressive cognitive transceiver deployed on UAVs. 

The transceiver is composed of M sampling channels. In each channel, the received signal is first multiplied 

by a mixing function 𝑝𝑚(𝑡), which is 𝑇𝑝-periodic. This multiplication operation mixes all the bands of x(t) 

into the baseband with different weights. After the mixed signal is truncated by a low pass filter, whose cutoff 

is 1/(2Ts), the vector of compressive measurements is acquired as �⃗�[𝑛] by using sub-Nyquist sampling rate 

𝑓𝑠 . By applying Fourier transformation on both the input and output, the relation between unknown X(f ) 

and known �⃗�(𝑓) can be expressed as 

�⃗�(𝒇) = 𝚽 ∙ �⃗⃗�(𝑓) 
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where Φ  is M × L sensing matrix. The matrix Φ can be acquired by calculating the Fourier transform 

matrix of 𝑝𝑚(𝑡). �⃗⃗�(𝑓) represents the vector that is composed of frequency subchannels 

𝒛𝒍(𝒇) = 𝐗(𝐟 + (𝐥 − (𝐋 + 𝟏)/𝟐) ∙ 𝐁) 

In the CS-based wideband spectrum sensing system, the goal is to get the occupancy information from the 

sub-Nyquist samples. As the CS theory guarantees an exact recovery from the measurements, the 

compressive measurements and the sensing matrix preserve sufficient information to solve an inference 

problem. How to get the PUs’ supports is the main focus. 

The UAVs have no prior information (numbers and locations) of the PUs before detection. Let Γ denote the 

imaginary indices that are detected by spectrum sensing algorithms. Γ = {𝛾1, 𝛾2, 𝛾3, … , 𝛾𝐾}. 𝛾𝑖 represents 

the location of subchannels that are detected as occupied. Therefore, the detection problem can be 

formulated as follows: 

{

𝑯𝟎: 𝒛𝛾𝑖
(𝒇) = 𝟎,                                           𝛾𝑖 ∉ 𝛀

𝑯𝟏: 𝒛𝛾𝑖
(𝒇) = 𝐗 (𝐟 + (𝐥 −

𝐋 + 𝟏

𝟐
) ∙ 𝐁) ,       𝛾𝑖 ∈ 𝛀  

 

The spectrum sensing algorithm is said to be successful in detecting all the subchannels occupied by Pus, if 
all the imaginary indices in Γ are in the oracle subchannel index set Ω  , which is the 𝑯𝟏 condition. 

4.2 Spectrum Sensing in Compressive Domain 

4.2.1 Basic Idea 

In Figure 10, the model of discrete CS operation is demonstrated. The vector �⃗⃗�  is the input, which 
corresponds to �⃗⃗�(𝑓). The vector 𝑣 is compressive measurements corresponding to �⃗�. The measure matrix 
𝐀 corresponds to the sensing matrix Φ. 

 
Figure 10. Schematic of basic CS. 

The key process in the greedy algorithm is to update the residuals in each iteration. If we know one of the 
PUs’ location in the spectrum, we need to eliminate its impact from the measurements. In this way, the 
iteration can move on and the presence of other PUs can be detected. Orthogonal projection is a direct 
option when it comes to elimination operation within matrices. Let us build an orthogonal projection 
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operator 𝑷1 based on the single location of the first recognized nonzero entry 𝑢13 and the column �⃗�13, 
we can get  

𝑷1 ∙ 𝑣 = 𝑷1 ∙ Φ�⃗⃗� . 
Then the component of 𝑢13 in the measurement 𝑣 is eliminated. A new measurement 𝑣1 is generated. 

The remaining nonzero entries can be identified after applying this orthogonal projection iteratively. A more 

detailed explanation is presented in Figure 11, where all the calculations are conducted in compressive 

domain.  

 

Figure 11. Illustration of iterative orthogonal projection based on single index 

4.2.2 Iterative Compressive Filtering  

We propose the new efficient algorithm, which is called as ICF. The workflow is illustrated in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12. Workflow of ICF 

To detect the occupied spectrum locations Γ, we adopt a signal proxy  

�⃗⃗� = 𝚽𝑻 ∙ �⃗⃗⃗� 

from which we iteratively choose the atoms which have the largest absolute inner product with the 

compressive measurements. After an occupied subchannel is detected, the impact of PU’s component in this 

subchannel needs to be removed. This process is of vital importance, since it produces new measurements 

for further detection of other PUs. 
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In the proposed ICF method, we simplified the post- processing procedure. Based on the detected PU’s 

location, an orthogonal projection operator is generated, and used as a bandstop filter in compressive 

domain to eliminate the components of recognized PUs. The process is referred to as compressive filtering. 

In contrast to the conventional CS algorithms, the individual support information γi is used to generate 

orthogonal projection operators instead of the whole support set Γ. The scheme is referred to as single 

support based filtering. The compressive filtering process can be seen in Figure 12. Through this compressive 

filtering based on a single location, ICF precisely eliminates the component of a specific PU in compressive 

domain for each iteration, while the other PUs’ components still remain in the new measurement �⃗�𝑖. This 

guarantees the previously detected PUs would not affect the later detection. After the ICF process, all the 

PUs’ locations can be explored. Until the termination criterion is met at the end, all the interested PUs’ 

components have been recognized and removed, with only noise left in the latest compressive 

measurements.  

As we can see, all the PUs’ coordinates are selected in the decreasing order of the correlation values of new 

measurements and sensing matrix in each iteration. Signals having strongest correlations with sensing matrix 

are always recognized first. The whole process of ICF serves as an automatic gain control (AGC) module. After 

several iterations of nulling out the contribution of stronger components, the impact of weak PU’s 

components stands out more significantly, which makes the detection of small entries much easier. This 

result also corresponds to the conclusion in the following section.  

In ICF, the spectrum occupancy is detected under a simplified framework without reconstruction process. It 

is also evaluated that the system meets the restricted isometry property (RIP), which is a widely recognized 

evaluation standard. 

4.3 Simulation results 

The performance of the proposed method is evaluated with exhaustive numerical experiments. To 

demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency improvement of ICF in spectrum detection, we carried out 500 

trials based on AnalogSimulation package[2] to simulate the CR wideband receiver of UAV network.  

4.3.1 Performance Under Nonstrictly Sparse Conditions  

In this experiment, we aim to examine the performance of the proposed method when the spectral 

occupancy changes from a low level to a high level. We set the number of sampling channels as M = 100.  

The result of the first set of experiments is presented in Figure 13. The ICF method and the normal 

compressive spectrum sensing methods have close performance when only a few PUs appeared in the 

spectrum. However, given a better SNR setting as shown in Figure 13 (b) and (c), when the PU’s number 

increases, the performance of three methods declines in different rate. It can be concluded that given a fixed 

number of measurements (M = 100), the normal methods based on reconstruction scheme fail to handle 

nonstrictly sparse situations.  

On the other hand, the detection probability of proposed ICF method declines slower. It keeps 40% successful 

detection probability when N = 26 as illustrated in Figure 13 (c). This corresponds to the statement that ICF is 

potential to identify more signals given a fixed number of measurements. The empirical results indicate that 

ICF is more effective when dealing with the nonstrictly sparse conditions.  
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Figure 13. Successful detection probability of different spectrum occupancy settings. (a) SNR = 0 dB, (b) SNR = 

10 dB, and (c) SNR = 20 dB.  

4.3.2 Performance Affected by Noise  

Due to the variety of application scenarios, UAV network has to deal with practical noise issues, and maintain 

an acceptable performance responding to different requirements of various services. In this experiment, we 

carried out simulations to compare various methods under different SNR settings. The SNR was set from −30 

dB to 30 dB. The number of sampling channels M was 100.  

In the case when only a small number of PUs presents as shown in Figure 14(a), all three methods have close 

performance. In Figure 14 (b) and (c), when SNR reaches down to an extremely low level, all the test methods 
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fail to be functioning properly. However, as the SNR condition turns better, the detection probability of ICF 

rises faster than the other two methods. Both of OMP and CoSaMP recognize the PUs with low detection 

probability of 20%. On the other hand, ICF operates projection in compressive domain, and only aims to 

recognize the location of PUs. It keeps a detection probability of 40% in Figure 14 (b) and 30% in Figure 14 (c). 

Thus, even when the spectrum density reaches high level and SNR varies in a wide range, ICF is capable of 

detecting the active PUs with a considerable probability.  

 

Figure 14. Successful detection probability of different methods with various SNR settings. The number of 

bands in different panel are (a) N = 6, (b) N = 26, and (c) N = 46.  

4.3.3 Time Consumption  

One of the main features of UAV is its high mobility and energy limitation. It is essential to locate the proper 

spectrum for transmission in a real-time manner. The computational complexity is evaluated with the time 

consumed by a completed detection of each method. We implemented two sets of experiments to examine 
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the effects of spectrum occupancy and SNR on the time costs, respectively. Only the runtime of successful 

detections was taken into account. We continuously run the simulation until we can pick 100 trials, since it 

is hard for the conventional compressive spectrum sensing methods to successfully detect all the PUs when 

the occupancy becomes too high.  

From Figure 15 we can see, the time cost of ICF is lower than that of the other two methods. ICF and OMP 

detects only one PU in each iteration. Even both of ICF and OMP might be taking more than K/2 iterations to 

recognize all the PUs, the residuals are updated in different manners. ICF builds the projection operator based 

on a single subchannel index in each iteration, and generates new measurements directly in compressive 

domain. It causes less computational complexity. On the contrary, OMP and CoSaMP have to run partial 

reconstruction every time. What is more, the index set used by OMP to build the projection operator expands 

in each loop, which will also consume more time. Therefore, we can say that ICF is more capable of raising 

the efficiency of spectrum detection and reducing computational consumption, which is important in mobile 

applications.  

 

Figure 15. Time cost under different settings of spectrum occupancy and SNR. (a) Band number N = 26. (b) SNR 

= 10 dB. 
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5. Improved V2V Communication Capacity and Reliability with Visible Light 

Communication for Real-Time Traffic Flow Management  

Roundabouts are sort of circular intersections founded to ensure vehicles safety on the roads. Despite 

roundabouts features, serious collisions may occur due to various factors, including noncompliance with the 

offside priority rules, approaching in high speed with insufficient deceleration, and the difficulty in predicting 

the path of vehicles already present in the roundabout. Even if the collision is avoided, a longer delay may 

occur while yielding to traffic. The situation becomes more complicated when autonomous vehicles get 

involved in the traffic, as they have to quickly adapt to any unexpected changes. Figure 16 shows some bad 

behavioral scenarios associated with the roundabout operations. Therefore, using an assistive warning 

system becomes crucial, for which it can provide the autonomous vehicles with the critical information they 

require to anticipate other vehicles behavior. In addition, it gives them sufficient time to make a precise 

decision and take appropriate reactions.  

 

Figure 16. Roundabouts operations. 

In this section, an intelligent transportation system (ITS) solution is proposed to safely coordinate 

autonomous vehicles crossing at roundabouts via the Visible Light Communication (VLC) technique, since 

recent studies have shown that the VLC technique can be effectively utilized in dynamic vehicular 

communications. The proposed system focuses on vehicle-to-infrastructure communications (V2I), where 

on-site VLC terminals are distributed at entrances of the roundabout to control the traffic flow in real time. 

Simulation results exhibit that prospective collision at roundabouts can be avoided effectively based on the 

proposed system.  

5.1 Collision Warning System  

5.1.1 System model 

 

Figure 17. Collision warning system. 
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As shown in Figure 17(a), the proposed system uses the VLC as an outdoor communication mean between 

the vehicles and the roundabout itself. Considering a multi-lane roundabout, N VLC terminals are distributed 

among entrances of the roundabout. Each terminal is placed at a distance of 𝑑𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 meters away from two 

stop lines assumed. The horizontal distance beyond each stop line is defined as the broadcast area 𝑑𝑏𝑟, for 

which approaching vehicles can have sufficient space to decelerate properly. The VLC infrastructure receives 

a pass request from the vehicle that enters the broadcast area firstly (denoted by 𝑉𝑖), where vehicles are 

served in a FIFO manner. This request is usually accompanied by the vehicle’s information, e.g. vehicle ID, 

location, and the arriving time. The vehicle ID is identified by the Vehicle Identification Number (VIN). On the 

other hand, the location is determined by each vehicle’s global positioning system (GPS). Accordingly, an 

acknowledgment message is released as a warning signal. This signal is broadcasted to the area covered by 

the roundabout terminal until 𝑉𝑖  reaches the intersection point successfully and, subsequently, sends a 

release confirmation to the terminal. At the same time, if another vehicle 𝑉𝑗  approaches the broadcast area, 

it receives the warning signal indicating whether it has to decelerate or no. Finally, if both vehicles arrive at 

the broadcast area, simultaneously, causing a deadlock, priority will be given to the circulating vehicle 

depending on the offside-priority rule.  

5.1.2 Mathematical Model 

As illustrated in Figure 17 (b), curved lane conditions have to be considered. Thus, the following equation is 

adopted to calculate the time 𝑡𝑖required by 𝑉𝑖 to reach the intersection point:  

𝑡𝑖 =
𝑟𝑖 ×

𝜃𝑖
180 × Π

𝑢
 

where 𝑟𝑖 refers to the vehicle’s turning radius and 𝜃𝑖 = 2arcsin (
𝑐

2𝑟𝑖
), for which c represents the straight 

line segment that connects the vehicle with the intersection line. The time for 𝑉𝑗  to pause while 𝑉𝑖 passes 

successfully can be expressed as:  

𝑡𝑗 = 𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡𝑣𝑙𝑐 − 𝑡�̅�  

where 𝑡𝑣𝑙𝑐  refers to the time delay of the VLC terminal, and refers to the time elapsed between the arrival 

of 𝑉𝑖 to the intersection point and 𝑉𝑗  to the broadcast area. Accordingly, 𝑡�̅� = 0 when 𝑉𝑗  is already at 

the stop line while 𝑉𝑖 is approaching the intersection point. 

By considering the common scenario of roundabouts traffic, one of the following potential cases is likely to 

happen when a vehicle approaches the roundabout:  

Case 1: No other vehicle circulating at the same time, or circulating vehicles are exiting the roundabout from 

the same leg. Hence, the VLC terminal will inform the approaching vehicle to keep moving forward, where 

there would be no potentiality of intersecting with other vehicles.  

Case 2: Another vehicle 𝑉𝑗 , simultaneously, circulates at the circulating area. In this case, 𝑉𝑗  must 

decelerate instantly if the following condition is met:  

𝑑𝑗 − 𝑑𝑏𝑟

𝑣𝑗
+

2𝑑𝑏𝑟

𝑣𝑗 + 𝑢
< 𝑡𝑗  
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As potential collision will occur at the intersection point between the two vehicles. And by the instant 

deceleration, the collision could be avoided. In the equation above, 𝑑𝑗  refers to the distance between 𝑉𝑗   

and the stop line. 𝑣𝑗  refers to 𝑉𝑗  velocity. Conversely, 𝑉𝑗  is not forced to decelerate when:  

𝑑𝑗 − 𝑑𝑏𝑟

𝑣𝑗
+

2𝑑𝑏𝑟

𝑣𝑗 + 𝑢
≥ 𝑡𝑗  

Given the above-mentioned conditions, the deceleration distance of 𝑉𝑗  should not exceed the stopping line 

assumed.  

5.2 Performance Evaluation  

This section demonstrates the results of the simulation performed to assess the proposed system 

performance. In order to evaluate the proposed system efficiently, three velocities are assumed for 𝑉𝑗 , 

namely, 40 km/h, 45 km/h, and 50 km/h, respectively, which are the maximum entry speeds of multi-lane 

roundabouts. Based on the fact that 𝑉𝑖 reaches the stop line firstly and it decreases its velocity to the typical 

circulating speed 30 km/h. In addition, two sets of patterns have been considered, depending on whether 𝑉𝑗  

is inside or outside the broadcast area. For the first pattern, The VLC terminal starts sending the warning 

signal when 𝑉𝑗  is inside the broadcast area. In this regard, its current position is recorded.  

 

Figure 18. Two patterns assumed for Vj. 

From Figure 18(a), we notice that 𝑉𝑗  should decelerate instantly in all cases within the broadcast area. This 

is because its real time to reach the stop line is less than the time assumed. Thus, the warning information is 

very important, for which it contains the minimum deceleration value required by 𝑉𝑗  to stop exactly at the 

stop line. Figure 18 (b) exhibits that the deceleration value is directly proportional to 𝑣𝑗. On the other hand, 

the deceleration value is inversely proportional to 𝑑𝑗 . In contrast, in the second pattern, 𝑉𝑗receives the 

warning signal when it is outside the broadcast area. In this study, we have assumed three positions away 

from the stopping line (i.e. 15 meters, 20 meters, and 25 meters, respectively), for which 𝑡�̅�  is recorded. 

Figure 18 (c) shows that 𝑉𝑗  has to decelerate in a few cases (22% in our study), compared with the first 

pattern, as the time assumed is greater than the real time in most cases. For instance, 𝑉𝑗  has to decelerate 

if its velocity = 45 km/h while it is 15 meters away from the stop line. According to the results above, potential 

collision can be avoided using the proposed system that utilizes the VLC, where its impact on the system can 

be characterized by its wide bandwidth and high data rate in a more efficient way.  
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6. Context Aware Reliable Collision Avoidance Algorithms for Distributed Cellular 

V2V Broadcast Communications  

Connected vehicles holds great potentials on building cooperative context awareness and cooperative 

driving, which is a key for safer and greener intelligent transport systems. While IEEE 802.11p has been 

specified for V2V and vehicles to roadside infrastructure (V2I) data exchange, the 3GPP specification of LTE 

network support for vehicle to everything (V2X) services promises better V2V performance in terms of 

reliability, latency and spectrum efficiency. According to the Release 14 of LTE standards, V2V services can 

be supported over PC5 interface through either centralized scheduling by the eNodeBs or distributed 

scheduling by the vehicles. Centralized broadcast scheduling can have very high broadcast reliability, but it 

has a large signalling overhead on vehicle position update and resource allocation. Distributed scheduling 

with autonomous resource selection is more scalable and can work when eNodeB cover is not available.  

As the quality of V2V services is critical for cooperative safety applications, solid investigation and 

enhancement of LTE V2V services are needed. The unique features of LTE supported V2V services such as 

synchronized frame structure also offer opportunities for innovative algorithm design. In this section we first 

examine the effectiveness of the enhancements with CA and location based resource allocation, and the 

impact of the associated design parameters such as the number of resource reservations and SA 

retransmissions. We find that reserving multiple data resources per SA is the key of improving transmission 

reliability, while improvement with driving direction based resource allocation is very small. The 

improvement with reservation of multiple resources per SA can be explained by the largely reduced SA 

channel loads, which helps reduce SA and data packet collisions. 

However, a significant issue with multiple resources reservation identified in the existing CA algorithm is that, 

one SA collision could lead to a large number of data collisions. We believe better communication on resource 

reservation among neighbor vehicles is feasible and could be exploited to solve the issue. In this section we 

follow this direction and propose an enhanced CA algorithm to address the issue of SA collision. Better 

communication is provided by using some data packets to help disseminate the reservation of data and SA 

resource reservation. Therefore, neighbor vehicles can have an improved view to the reserved resources and 

reduce collisions. A system level simulator is developed to evaluate and compare several LTE V2V broadcast 

schemes with different CA algorithms. Our work demonstrates the large potentials of vehicle communication. 

6.1 System Background 

we consider autonomous resource selection in LTE V2V for which infrastructure support is not required. 

There are 𝑁𝑣 connected vehicles in the network. Vehicles broadcast cooperative awareness message (CAM) 

data packets directly to their neighbors. Data packets are assumed to be generated with a period of 𝑇𝑝 ms. 

The data packet carries the host vehicle’s information such as speed, heading, brake status as well as security 

overhead, which are used to build cooperative awareness and support cooperative safety applications. Each 

data packet is assumed to have an overall length of 190 bytes. The latency requirement for data packets is 

denoted by 𝑇𝑑  (set to 100) in ms.  

The connected vehicles are all equipped with one transmission antenna that operates in half-duplex mode. 

The uplink PHY and MAC specifications of 3GPP LTE are used for broadcast communication. Transmissions 

follow synchronized LTE frame structure with 10 ms frames and 1 ms subframes. Each subframe has two time 

slots of 0.5 ms. Spectrum resource is divided into subcarriers of 15 KHz. The minimal unit of resource block 

(RB) for resource allocation has 1 time slot and 12 consecutive subcarriers in frequency. The resource blocks 

are organized into fixed size SA and data subchannels for transmission of SA and data packets, respectively. 

Each data packet has to be scheduled by one SA. The number of RBs included in SA and data subchannels 
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depends on the size of SA and data packets, and the used modulation and coding schemes (MCS). In this 

letter, we assume one SA subchannel includes 1 RB and one data subchannel includes 14 RB. Each 

transmission resource for a SA and a data packet has one SA and data subchannel over one subframe, 

respectively. Let 𝑁𝑠𝑎  and 𝑁𝑑𝑡  denote the number of SA and data transmission resources in one subframe, 

respectively, which can be determined according to the system bandwidth, MCS and packet sizes. An example 

of frame structure and resource organization is shown in Figure 1, where system spectrum resource is divided 

into SA and data resource pools with 4 SA resources and 2 data resources in one subframe.  

Figure 19 shows an example operation of the enhanced CA. In the first subframe, a vehicle sends a SA, which 

carries the information of three reserved data resources at sub-channel 2 and subframes 3, 103 and 203. 

Rightly before subframe 203 where the last data packet is scheduled, the vehicle starts a new scheduling with 

the next SA scheduled at subframe 208 and the next data packet scheduled at sub-frame 290. The new 

reservation information is piggybacked to the data packet scheduled at subframe 203, which gives extra 

notifications to neighbor vehicles of resource reservation.  

 

Figure 19. Illustration of frame structure and resource organization 

6.2 Autonomous Selection with Collision Avoidance 

In the CA algorithm there are two closely coupled processes, namely resource selection and resource 

reservation. Vehicles keep monitoring the channel, receiving SA and data packets from neighbor vehicles. 

The time and frequency location of the selected data transmission(s) can be extracted from successfully 

decoded SAs. We assume that SA and data packets from a single vehicle are transmitted in different 

subframes. Receiving vehicles set the resources selected by the decoded SAs as reserved. When a vehicle has 

data packets to transmit, it selects only from the unreserved resources. As safety data messages are usually 

periodical, vehicles can select and reserve data resources for multiple data packets in one selection process. 

Then a SA packet is sent over the SA subchannel to announce the reservation of data resource(s).  

CA with reservation of multiple resources has a large adverse impact. As SAs are transmitted randomly 

without resource reservation, they are prone to collisions. When SA collision happens, neighbor vehicles will 

not be aware of the resource reservation carried by the collided SAs. The neighbor vehicles may select the 

same resources reserved by the collided SAs, which is very likely to happen under high channel load. 

Therefore, a batch of consecutive data packets will collide.  

As consecutive data packet collisions are highly undesirable for road safety applications, it is critical to reduce 

SA collisions and mitigate the impact of SA collisions if they happen. However, due to the distributed 
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broadcast nature and half- duplex operation, a vehicle can’t detect its own SA collisions and reselect data 

resources. While neighbor vehicles may cooperative on detecting SA collisions, it is quite complex for a 

vehicle to choose and inform which neighbor vehicle to help on this task. Next, we propose simple but 

effective enhancements to CA, which are presented below.  

1) SA Scheduling: Before scheduling data transmissions a vehicle needs to schedule SA transmission(s) first. 

Let 𝑇𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟  denote the time (sequence number of subframe) when the scheduling process starts. Suppose 

the number of SA retransmissions is 𝑁𝑟𝑡. The first SA is scheduled to a SA resource which is selected 

randomly from the unreserved SA resources within the time window [𝑇𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 + 𝑇𝑠𝑎,𝑙𝑜𝑤 , 𝑇𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 + 𝑇𝑠𝑎,𝑢𝑝]. 

𝑇𝑠𝑎,𝑙𝑜𝑤  and 𝑇𝑠𝑎,𝑢𝑝  are configurable lower and upper limits of the SA resource selection window, 

respectively. 𝑇𝑠𝑎,𝑙𝑜𝑤  and 𝑇𝑠𝑎,𝑢𝑝  are set to 2 and 6 respectively with the consideration of packet 

preparation and a trade-off in the randomness and transmission latency. The reservation of SA resources 

is announced through some specific data packets to be introduced later. Once the first SA is scheduled, 

say at subframe 𝑇𝑠𝑎,1, the second SA can be scheduled similarly at unreserved SA resources within time 

window [𝑇𝑠𝑎,1 + 2, 𝑇𝑠𝑎,1 + 6]. The above SA scheduling process is repeated, until the 𝑁𝑟𝑡 + 1 SA (one 

original SA and 𝑁𝑟𝑡  retransmissions) are scheduled. If in the process of scheduling a SA there is no 

unreserved SA resource in the corresponding time window, we use the next SA resource selection 

window to schedule this SA. One constraint on the SA scheduling is that the SAs are not scheduled to 

beyond subframe 𝑇𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 + 𝑇𝑑/4, in order to leave sufficient resources for data packets selection. Let 

𝑁𝑠𝑐ℎ  denote the number of SA transmissions that are successfully scheduled. Let 𝑇𝑠𝑎,𝑛  and 𝐵𝑠𝑎,𝑛 

denote the ID of the subframe and subchannel of the resource reserved for the n th SA packet 

transmission, 1 ≤  n ≤ 𝑁𝑠𝑐ℎ .  

2) Data Packets Scheduling: Data packets are scheduled after the last scheduled SA retransmission. For each 

data scheduling process, the number of data resources to be reserved (denoted by 𝑁𝑟𝑠𝑣  ) is randomly 

selected from [𝑁𝑙𝑜𝑤 , 𝑁𝑢𝑝]. 𝑁𝑙𝑜𝑤  and 𝑁𝑢𝑝  are configurable parameters, which are set to 5 and 10, 

respectively. As we have assumed that the last SA retransmission is scheduled at subframe𝑇𝑠𝑎,𝑁𝑠𝑐ℎ
, the 

first data packet is scheduled to a resource from the set of unreserved data resources in the time window 

[𝑇𝑠𝑎,𝑁𝑠𝑐ℎ
+ 2, 𝑇𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 + 𝑇𝑑] . Once the first data transmission is scheduled, the remaining data 

transmissions are scheduled similarly.  

3) Resource Reservation: In the basic CA algorithm, the information of reserved data resources is carried by 

SAs and announced to neighbor vehicles. Vehicles receiving the SAs update their data resource 

reservation table accordingly. Collision avoidance is only applied to data transmissions.  

In our proposed enhancements we apply CA to both data and SA transmissions, as SA transmission reliability 

has a large impact on data packet reception. Each vehicle maintains a table for SA and data resource 

reservation separately. As done in the existing CA algorithm, data resource reservation information is sent 

with the SA packets. In addition, as the reliability of data packets with resource reservation is high, we 

propose to piggyback the information of both SA and data resources reservation by the vehicles in their own 

data packets. We assume that the radio layer can schedule and request safety messages from the safety 

application layer. So, we can start a new round of resource scheduling just before the subframe where the 

last data packet is scheduled in the previous round of scheduling. The new round of scheduling follows the 

aforementioned operation.  

Once the SA and data packets for the new round are scheduled, the information of reserved data resources 

and SA resource for the first SA are sent with the last data packet scheduled in the previous round of 

scheduling. In this way neighbor vehicles have better chance of tracking the reserved SA resources and can 
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reduce SA collisions. In addition, they can receive data resource reservation information from the received 

data packets, largely reducing data packet collisions. It is noted that to reduce the added overhead, only the 

last data packet scheduled in a SA is chosen to carry the data and SA resource reservation information. As 

the reserved data resources are usually periodical, a compact representation of the reserved resources can 

be used, which includes information of the subframe and subchannel of the first reserved data resource, the 

message periodicity and the number of reserved data resources. Two additional bytes could be sufficient for 

an efficient encoding of the data resource reservation information. For data packets of 190 bytes and on 

average 7.5 data resources reservation per SA, the added two bytes control information has only 0.14% 

overhead. It is noted that the data packets are scheduled with latency constraint. There is no added latency 

to the data packet transmissions due to the proposed CA process.  

6.3 System Setting 

We developed a system-level simulator to evaluate the proposed CA algorithm for distributed LTE V2V 

broadcast under highway scenarios. For each simulation 200 seconds (200 thousand subframes) are 

simulated. 10 simulations are run to obtain an averaged result. Main simulation parameters are set according 

to [1] [3] and [2] [4]as shown in Table 1. Vehicle density varies from 150 to 210 vehicles per km. Vehicles are 

randomly dropped to the road with uniform distribution. Data packet generation period is 100 ms. The target 

packet reception distance is 320 m, and the target average packet reception ratio (PRR) in the range (300, 

320) m from transmitters is 90%.  

Four baseline distributed broadcast schemes are compared, including random resource selection (RRS) 

scheme [5], basic CA supported (BCA) scheme, BCA with location based resource allocation (BCA-L) scheme, 

and semi-persistent scheduling (SPS) scheme [6]. With the RRS scheme channel is not monitored. A user 

selects data resources randomly from the set of resources that satisfy the data latency requirement. Such 

scheme is suitable for transmissions from pedestrians or cyclists with power consumption concern. With the 

BCA scheme vehicles select unoccupied data resources and update resource reservation according to the 

decoded SAs. In the BCA-L scheme driving direction based resource allocation is added to the BCA scheme. 

The whole SA and data resources are evenly divided to two sets, each for vehicles driving in one direction. 

SPS scheme was adopted in the 3GPP LTE V2X standard. Following [6] data resources are selected from 

unoccupied resources according to channel sensing in the last 1000 ms period. A random number (in a range 

of 5 to 10 in our simulations) of data resources are selected and reserved from available resources in each 

selection process. The data resources could be retained without a reselection process with a probability p, 

which is set to 0.4 in our simulations.  

Table 1. System Parameters 
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6.4 Simulation Results 

The performance metrics of interest include PRR and network capacity. For a packet with ID n, the average 

PRR of this packet over a given range is calculated by the ratio of the number of vehicles successfully receiving 

the packet (denoted by 𝑉𝑠𝑢𝑐,𝑛 ) to the number of vehicles (denoted by 𝑉𝑛 ) in the range. Suppose 𝑁𝑡𝑥  

packets are transmitted in a simulation, then the network wide average PRR for that range is computed by 

∑ 𝑉𝑠𝑢𝑐,𝑛
𝑁𝑡𝑥
𝑛=1 / ∑ 𝑉𝑛

𝑁𝑡𝑥
𝑛=1 .  

Firstly, we compare the PRR of data and SA packets of the broadcast schemes at different transmitter ranges. 

Several test profiles are created, which have different settings on the SA retransmission number and/or 

number of data resources reserved with one SA. Due to space limitation only typical results with two test 

profiles are presented: Profile 1 is configured with one SA retransmission and one data resource reservation 

per SA, and Profile 2 is with two SA retransmissions and a random number of data resources reserved in the 

range [5,10] per SA.  

Figure 20(a) andFigure 20 (b) present data and single SA PRR results with Profile 1 against transmitter ranges, 

respectively. A number (say d) in x-axis indicates a transmitter range (d -25, d). Figure 20 (c) and Figure Figure 

20 (d) show the results with Profile 2. Only results with vehicle density of 200 are presented. Results with 

other vehicle densities show very similar performance trends. The broadcast scheme with pro- posed 

piggyback based CA is denoted by PCA. The proposed algorithm can work with other enhancements, such as 

location based resource allocation, which is denoted by PCA-L. The link model PRR against transmitter range 

is included in Figure 20, which represents data PRR upper limit for the broadcast schemes without 

interference or collisions. Note that as SA packets are sent with a more reliable MCS scheme, SA 

transmissions have a 3dB performance boost and SA PRR can be higher than link model data PRR.  

 

Figure 20. Average data and SA PRR of broadcast schemes versus transmitter distance 
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Comparing the Profile 1 and Profile 2 results in Figure 20, we observe that the RRS scheme has the worst 

performance. Reserving multiple data resources per SA packet improves data and SA PRR for CA based 

schemes. The large SA PRR improvement shown in Figure 20 (b) comes from the largely reduced SA channel 

load (more than five folds reduction), which leads to large data PRR improvement in Figure 20 (a). In the 

studied scenarios, driving direction based resource allocation shows very little improvement when multiple 

reservations per SA is used. Compared to the SPS and BCA schemes, the proposed schemes with both 

multiple resource reservation and piggybacked reservation achieve good PRR performance gains for both SA 

and data. Data PRR improvement of schemes PCA and PCA-L over BCA and BCA-L is around 5% consistently 

for transmitter distance beyond 250 meters in Profile 2.  

Data PRR improvement has large impact on the LTE V2V services as V2V safety applications have strict PRR 

requirements. Next, we examine the network capacity with the CA supported broadcast schemes. Network 

capacity is defined by the maximal vehicle density, with which the target safety application requirements can 

be satisfied (i.e., 90% average PRR at 320 meter transmitter distance). To find the network capacity, data 

packet PRR in range (300, 320) meters against vehicle density is shown in Figure 21(a) and Figure 21(b) for 

Profile 1 and Profile 2, respectively. Clearly broadcast schemes with Profile 1 has network capacity of less 

than 150. Schemes with Profile 2 have much higher network capacity. According to Figure 21 (b), the 

proposed schemes PCA and PCA-L have network capacity of 193 and 200 (vehicles/km), respectively, while 

BCA and BCA-L have capacity of 165. There is a remarkable network capacity gain of 17% and 21% respectively 

for schemes PCA and PCA-L over BCA and BCA-L.  

 

Figure 21. Data PRR in distance range (300, 320) m versus vehicle density.  

It is noted that the data PRR and network capacity gains of the proposed schemes come mainly from the 

piggybacked data resource reservation information, which are verified by experiments but the results are not 

presented here due to space limit. Piggybacking SA resource reservation does improve SA PRR but makes 

small contribution to data PRR. Therefore piggybacking only two bytes data resource reservation information 

for one resource scheduling can considerably improve LTE V2V data reliability and network capacity. The 

proposed scheme is also backward compatible, as legacy vehicles supporting V2V can ignore the piggybacked 

reservation information in received data packets.  

6.5 Empirical Investigation of SDR-based Communication with the IEEE 802.11p Protocol 

Connected and Autonomous Vehicles (CAVs) are the future of road networks the exchange of data between 

vehicle and roadside nodes or even vehicles and pedestrians with enabled devices. The use of CAVs will 

enable higher road safety, reduce road accidents and ease the problem of traffic congestion and these are 
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vital areas that need to be addressed for a safer and efficient worldwide transport system. Traffic congestion 

also leads to an increase of pollution and wastage of fossil fuels due to more time spent on roads. CAVs will 

aim to mitigate the issue of air pollution by increasing traffic efficiency, leading to less time spent on the 

road.  

Road safety is a critical factor for the deployment of CAVs and the IEEE 802.11p standard (Dedicated Short- 

Range Communication) is one technology that is currently being investigated towards this goal. 802.11p 

enables the use of V2V communication and is the primary communication type relating to safety. V2V relies 

on the dissemination of messages exchanged by vehicles in a local vicinity and is based upon broadcast ad-

hoc communication to build up a mutual understanding of themselves and awareness of other road users.  

In this section we assess the performance of a modified version of an Open Source DSRC transceiver [7] and 

how it could help ensure safety and provide collision avoidance for intelligent road safety applications. We 

believe testing the robustness and quality of service is essential for identifying performance aspects of DSRC, 

in terms of packet loss rate, latency (End to End), communication range and calibration and measurement of 

received power. Our approach to this was to use an established DSRC project and incorporate this into a 

testbed capable of being field tested in lab or outdoor environments, on roads and in various traffic scenarios.  
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7. Design and Evaluation of Software Defined Radio and DSRC based V2V Testbed  

In this section we will present the research works on the design, development and evaluation of a software 

defined radio and DSRC message set based V2V testbed. The testbed has much lower cost and is flexible 

compared to the commercial DSRC product based testbed.  

7.1 Testbed Settings  

 
Figure 22. Testbed Block Diagram 

The testbed had to be created with the ability to be easily portable and relatively low cost therefore we opted 

to use an SDR device that does not require mains power. For these reasons the Ettus Universal Software 

Radio Peripheral (USRP) B210 software defined radios and Lenovo ThinkPad laptops were selected for the 

testbed. The testbed has been used in various scenarios which will be further explained individually for each 

experiment but the basic set up consists of two USRP B210 devices each enabled as an 802.11p Transceiver 

via GNURadio. Each device was however used only as either a transmitter or receiver for most experiments. 

We used a single omnidirectional antenna from Taoglas Limited per device. Figure 22 shows the testbed in a 

block diagram with more details on internal system setup and Figure 23 shows a physical example of the 

testbed in an outdoor environment. Table 2 shows some of the more important testbed settings.  

 

Figure 23. Testbed Example 

For this testbed UDP was chosen as the message protocol and the UDP code created allows the manipulation 

and configuration to adapt codes to a variety of different use cases and a few of the options we have utilized 

are packet content manipulation, packet size, interval of sending, and the number of messages.  

For us to be able to accurately measure the power levels of the USRP system we first decided to correctly 

calibrate them. The calibration was completed with the use of an Agilent Vector Signal analyser and a data 

sheet for the USRP.  
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Table 2. Laptop Settings 

 
7.2 Test Procedure 

Scenario 1: The first scenario for the testbed was to measure received power and Packet delivery ratio. This 

was conducted in a local area with direct line of sight. The received power was sampled at 25 points from 10-

250 metres and 10 measurements were taken at each point. Samples were also taken whilst moving from 

each distance interval. Utilising this same scenario for Packet delivery ratio, however the samples were taken 

over 10 to 450 metres. 𝑃𝑠  represents Stationary power and 𝑃𝑚  represents moving power.  

Scenario 2: This scenario was used as a method of measuring the max throughput possible and latency. This 

was measured in a laboratory environment using SMA cables. For the throughput we measured the maximum 

packets we could send in a second and then calculated the maximum rate we could achieve.  

For Latency the round-trip time was measured using SMA cables to measure the processing time and then a 

calculated value of propagation time was used to find total latency. We recorded the Round-Trip Time (RTT) 

with a self written python code that captured the internal time as each packet is sent from the transmitter(𝑇𝑠) 

and then captured the time when the packet is received back(𝑇𝑅).  

Scenario 3: The final scenario in this testbed is the most important it is used to determine the Quality of 

Service (QoS) or reliability. The QoS is vital in CAVs as safety messages must have almost guaranteed delivery 

or at least 99.9% and this is especially important for collision avoidance where missed packets may lead to 

avoidable crashes and accidents. For this set of experiments, we decided to test relationships between 

reliability in terms of packet loss ratio, distance in meters and data rate in packets per second.  

7.3 Performance of the DSRC V2V testbed 

7.3.1 Broadcast Distance Power measurement and Packet delivery ratio 

Broadcast distance power measurement is a measure of received power at each distance we have measured. 

we have used this to monitor the performance of the system over long distances and how the power 

decreases over increasing distance. The results for this experiment can be seen in Figure 24 and the figure 

displays the received power being approximately -84dBm at its lowest point. It also shows that over 250 

metres the power drops considerably by approximately 20dBm. We also extracted parameters to plot a 

logarithmic curve for these results and this is for future experimentation where we can predict the power 

over 250 metres.  
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Figure 24. Receiver Power over Distance 

We averaged out the Packet delivery ratio at each of the specified distances, but we found that such a small 

number of packets yielded a 0% loss. Due to a reception rate of 100% we chose to repeat this test in a later 

experiment with a higher packet number but at smaller distances. This test highlights that the range of the 

testbed is able to exceed 450 metres which would meet V2V requirements.  

7.3.2 Throughput and Latency  

Latency is a critical factor of CAVs as this dictates the speed at which a message can be sent, received and 

the processed so appropriate action can be taken, and this is vital for safety. We found that processing time 

is the largest contributor to latency and that propagation time is minimal.  

The result shown in Figure 25 shows that the processing latency ranges between 2.1 and 2.9 milliseconds and 

the mean is 2.48 milliseconds. This shows the latency is very low and is lower than the speculated time of 

DSRC at 100 ms and even less than the predicted value for pre-crash sensing, which is 50ms, it is however 

higher than the 1ms requirement of 5G CAVs.  

 

Figure 25. E2E Latency Distribution 

The propagation time when added produces minimal effect and the difference between 10 and 450 metres 

is less than 0.146 microseconds. 

From the results most of the latency in the SDR-based testbed can be attributed to processing time and not 

the propagation as expected. However, we can also see that our latency is between 2 and 3ms at every test 

we conducted this identifies a lower latency than expected even for a simple packet of 1500 bytes. When 

considering collision avoidance a result of 2-3ms latency is adequate for many scenarios, such as lane 

merging, emergency collision warning and stopping distance maintenance.  
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7.3.3 Reliability and Packet Loss Rate  

We performed some initial calculations to determine packet size, bytes sent, bits and related statistics this 

can be seen in Table II. This table contains the baseline statistics used for each test over every distance we 

chose to measure. The results pertaining to the packet loss rate, distance and data rate relationship can be 

seen in Figure 26 and Figure 27.  

The graph in Figure 26 show that data rates up to 100 pps over each distance maintain an average error of 

less than 1 packet per instance. The exception to this is the 25-metre test where we see a significantly higher 

loss at 120 and 140 pps respectively and we attribute this to channel conditions or laptop limitations. We 

think that a rate up to 100 pps would be suitable for a variety of collision avoidance and safety scenarios.  

Figure 27 is a plot showing the relationship between packet loss rate and distance for each data rate. This 

figure also reinforces the points made based on the first figure that the highest data rate of 120 and 140 pps 

are the points at which the packet loss increases at 25 meters. This figure also emphasises the fact that all 

other data rates are uniform across all distances, with only a slight rise in 100 at 25 metres and a significant 

increase at 25 metres but still the error is approximately 2.4 errors per 1000 packets. 

 
Figure 26. Packet Loss Rate Vs Data Rate  
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Figure 27. Packet Loss Rate Vs Distance   
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8 Conclusions 

This report introduces the recent research progress within WP2 on context aware reliable and high capacity 

V2X networks. The millimetre wave based V2X communication was studied and an efficient sensor data 

broadcasting scheme is proposed to improve the capacity of vehicular communications. Then, we presented 

how to use the cognitive radio technology to provide high capacity and reliable communication with dynamic 

spectrum access. A case of using VLC technique to manage traffic flow was further presented. Moreover, the 

distributed autonomous resource selection for V2V broadcast was also investigated to build reliable vehicular 

communications. We proposed a context aware enhanced collision avoidance scheme to improve the 

broadcast reliability. Finally, we presented the case study on the performance of an DSRC transceiver and 

how to ensure safety and provide collision avoidance for intelligent road safety applications. 

From the simulation results on millimetre wave V2X communication, we can see that the proposed vehicular 

sensor data broadcasting scheme achieves faster delivery rate compared to the traditional First-In-First-Out 

(FIFO) scheme, and the maximum broadcasting delay is less than the traditional schemes about 30% in 

different scenarios. Experiment results on wideband spectrum sensing show an increased spectrum sensing 

efficiency of the ICF algorithm over existing compressive spectrum sensing algorithms and a reduced 

computational complexity for UAV networks. In terms of traffic flow management, the proposed system 

establishes communication between autonomous vehicles and onsite VLC terminals, and enables these VLC 

terminals to control the traffic priority of vehicles on the road. Both theoretical analyses and simulation 

results demonstrate that the proposed system can handle potential conflicts that may occur in daily traffic.  

The investigation on distributed autonomous resource selection scheme for V2V broadcast show that the 

proposed collision avoidance enhancement with context awareness can effectively improve SA and data 

transmission reliability. The network capacity in terms of supported vehicles under given V2V service 

requirements is largely increased by 17% at a negligible cost of added overhead. The empirical investigation 

of SDR-based communication with the IEEE 802.11p protocol shows the testbed can perform to the standards 

outlined for 802.11p and can sometimes perform better than the traditional DSRC devices.  

In conclusion, we study the use of various techniques such as millimetre wave and visible light 

communications for building reliable and high capacity vehicular communications. The techniques are 

applied in areas including traffic flow management and collision avoidance. Moreover, we set up a testbed 

to validate the effectiveness of reliable V2X communication solutions. At the same time, as the cornerstone 

of the CSC and cooperative CIV applications, the reliability and capacity of V2X communications need to be 

further improved. The dynamic mobile network conditions still need to be better addressed. Based on the 

knowledge of road safety applications and context models, research works are continuously being carried 

out on the improved vehicular communication and networking algorithms for reliable and high capacity V2X 

networks. The testbed for connected autonomous vehicles will be further developed and extended tests will 

also be conducted to analyze the performance in more varied traffic scenarios in the following stage for WP2.  
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